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Royal mesh

About Us
Royal Mesh is India’s most emerging company that makes
products for the benefit of their customers. we always bring
products that make your life easier and joyful. Popularly known
for its Mosquito mesh, Royal Mesh has brought plethora of
products for the protection of your family, like – meshes for all
kind of Doors (wooden, UPVC, Sliding doors, Iron doors and
Aluminum doors), Windows and balcony. The quality of all the
products is reliable that will long last, that’s why we are giving
you a 5-year warranty too.
We provide a wide range of insects protections to protect your
family from deadly insects and to give you a secure and
ventilated environment. Our products are extremely reliable
and easy to use, require less space and will never damage your
doors or windows. They are also almost invisible and Stainless
so that you don’t have to worry about cleaning them.
We have trained technicians who are well-experienced and
have worked for years. We never delay in our work and all the
services provided by us are Centered to your comfort and the
betterment of your life.

Contact No.8860100400, 8285840984

Website:.. –Royalmesh.in

Gmail Id. :..- Royalmesh01@gmail.com

Office Add-:- Office Add-: Shop no. 2 Kh. no 346/58 Saidulajab, IGNU 

road new Delhi 110030
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Mosquito Mesh For Wooden Door

Royal mesh mosquito mesh can also be used on wooden

doors and the way of using is the same as for the other

doors the benefit of using on wooden doors is that it looks

splendid on both and also protects it other mesh can

damage your wooden doors but Royal message gives you

but the products that will protect your family from deadly

insects and your Woods from getting damage.

As we know, in India most of us have wooden doors which

have many problems too, like adding an extra screen or

door with the windows and main doors that requires too

much space to open and close them, but with our insect

screen, you don’t need to worry anymore. We have made it

much easier because now all you need to do is to install

our mesh and fold or unfold it within a few seconds to get

fresh air and sun. Also, it doesn’t require much space.
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Mosquito Mesh For Upvc Door

Royal Mesh has brought a perfect product
for all kinds of UPVC doors to secure you
from insects that may bring the deadly
diseases from outside. Our mosquito
mesh is super easy to install and operate, it
is durable and has low-maintenance too. It
will always help you to have fresh air and sun
without worrying about any insect that can
harm you. It is waterproof and also has
a strong frame.
All the frames in our meshes are extruded
at Jindal aluminum alloy 6065 and the
hardness T6 is also provided. Our mosquito
mesh ensures that you and your family are
secure and living your best life without
worrying about insects.
As you know, installing track on UPVC doors
is quite an expensive work but with our
mosquito mesh, you don’t have to worry
about money because installing these
meshes is way to cheaper than you might
have ever thought. This mesh is a pleated
mesh that is easier to use or move because
all you have to do is to slide it with a single
hand, in short, it doesn’t require physical
strength.

Specification of Pleated Mesh
• Easy & no-cost maintenance
• Easy to operate
•Long Durable (Good Aluminum)
•No chances of rust
•Color Match with window profile
•Easy to install without harm
Door’s profile
•Waterproof
•Quick Drying
•Invisible Insect Screen
•Strong Aluminum Frame
•Sun Proof
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Mosquito Net For Window

Royal mesh always brings products that are reliable and easy to use.
This time we have brought a perfect product for your
windows which helps you to protect your family from deadly
insects.
This mesh is a powerful mesh that helps you to keep your windows
more secure than ever because it will never let any insect, in, and all
you will get is fresh air and sun instead. This mesh is a transparent
mesh and is easy to clean. Also, you don’t need to worry about its
maintenance because it doesn’t require it.
Our mesh is easy to install and operate and doesn’t require much
space because all you have to do is to slide it to use or remove it.
Royal mess always sells reliable products, but if you face any
problem so you can just contact us because all of Our products come
with a 5 years warranty. In short, this product is made for
our customers benefit only.
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R o y a l  R o l l e r  M e s h

Roller Mesh use for protection from insects, it’s a modern technique to fight against insect, it also knows Roll
down mesh & Roller mosquito net.
Do you get mosquitoes and flies whenever you try to get fresh air and sun now worry not, because we have
brought a perfect product for your Windows that will solve all your problems within few minutes.
Our product roller mesh is a good quality mesh that gives you an auto-lock facility so now to get protection from
all the flying insects, all you need to do is roll the roller mesh down single-handedly and press a single button to
remove it.
The auto-lock facility gives you a childproof lock system, that helps you to prevent accidents and to make your
family safer. This product is durable, retractable, and doesn’t use much space, also it requires no maintenance.
Roller mesh is also water and dustproof and comes with an aluminum frame, which means, it is reliable and easy
to clean. Also, if you face any problem with our any product so just contact us because we give you a five-year
warranty.
Products come with 5 year warranty.

Specification of Roller Mesh
• Easy & no-cost maintenance.
• Easy to operate.
•Long Durable (Good Aluminum).
•No chances of rust.
•Color Match with window profile.
•Easy to install without harm Door’s    

profile.
•Waterproof.
•Quick Drying.
•Invisible Insect Screen.
•Strong Aluminum Frame.
•Sun Proof.
•Auto-cleaning techniques
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Pleated Mesh Pleated Mesh Pleated Mesh Roller Mesh

Pleated MeshPleated Mesh Pleated MeshPleated Mesh

Roller Mesh Pleated Mesh Pleated Mesh
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Designing Curtain
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Bl ind

R o l l e r  B l i n d

Royal Mesh Roller window blinds are made from
constrained polyester fabric which is usually mounted on a
aluminum pipe type channel. In bottom of the fabric
aluminum pole or pvc pole is fixed for keeping away from
waving. Roller blinds are operated (up and down to any
position) with a side chain or spring mechanism or by
motorized system.
Royal Mesh, esteem in field of window designer,
manufactures the high quality roller blinds for office
window, hotels, home window to give a perfect pleasing
look on lucrative cost. Elegant Decor roller blinds are
manufactured by highly experienced people and roller
blinds are available in huge variety of styles, fabrics and
designs.
Roller Blinds are the best for window treatment in office
window curtains, home and bed room window curtains.
Roller blinds are simple, easy to use, low maintenance,
washable, and prevents the sunlight and heat entering to
room in summer which causes discomfort. In summer roller
blinds keeps room cool.
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Wo o d e n  B l i n d

Royal Mesh offer wooden venetian blinds with diverse 
specification, thickness, area and dimensions. This product 
is available with Standard cord operation as well as 
Motorized System for more comfort and control, for 
different styles and trends to meet your preferences for your 
interior. Wooden Venetian blinds are warm, natural and 
inviting, a classic combination that can make a room feel 
instantly more comfortable as well as more functional. 
Wooden Venetian Blinds are a versatile custom window 
treatment that can work beautifully in any window, with 
every decorating style. Some of the attributes of our Wooden 
venetian blinds are:
Exclusive designs.
Minimum maintenance, easy to operate and Easy to clean.
Highly durable and protect against sunlight.
Offer superior light control, energy efficiency and noise .
Available in 25 mm, 35 mm, 50 mm size at best competitive 

price
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Bl ind

R o m a n  B l i n d

Royal Mesh , Roman blinds are made from soft fabric
which is used generally for window curtains or
conventional drapes. In roman blinds aluminum rods are
inserted at equidistant which helps blinds to form into
even pleats when pulled up. These are used to prevent the
sunlight from entering into the room. A roman blind is a
window treatment solution that can be pulled up or down
according to your needs. When pulled up, it neatly folds up
at even fashion. These folds are shaped by a structure of
cords and equidistant inserted horizontal aluminum rods.
Royal Mesh, is esteem in manufacturing of window blinds
in Delhi India, elevate roman blinds on 9th cloud which
charms an elegant visual impact to the room. Roman
blinds are easily washable and highly durable. Roman
blinds shades are available in charming prints, appealing
designs, color combinations and sizes.
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Royal Mesh
Designing Sofa

Royal Mesh also Provide relaxation in this comfy single-seater , two-seater sofa, 
three seater crafted from high-quality Pinewood. It is strong, lightweight, and offers 
comfortable seating. The sofa is upholstered with durable and recyclable polyester 
fabric and designed with high elastic nylon webbing. Filled with high-resilient foam, 
this sofa comes with a supportive backrest packed with Non-Siliconised polypill for 
greater back support and comfort. It comes with ABS legs for longer durability. Extra 
hygienic as the sofa upholstery is resistant to the growth and spread of 
microorganisms The sofa upholstery is also resistant to static charges produced due 
to friction of the human body, making it skin-friendly Sofa upholstery comes with 
non-woven fabric backing showcasing increased tensile strength and dimensional 
stability
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://thenestingdoll.blogspot.com/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
https://www.fromlusttilldawn.com/ikea-sofa-covers/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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Product Operation Stander Colour Custom Colour Wooden Colour

Royal Roller Mesh Roll Down 250 290 360

Royal Pleated Mesh Single Sliding 285 335 385

Royal Pleated Mesh Double Sliding 310 360 420

Royal Barrier Free Mesh Inside 410 485 590

Royal Barrier Free Mesh Outside 450 525 640

Velcro Mesh 100

Roller Blind 200-450

Royal Mesh Price List

1. GST will be charged extra as applicable. Rates can be changed without prior notice.

2. Minimum Chargeable area is 1.02 square meter or 11 sq.ft. for all Mosquito & blind Product.

3. Products once produced will neither be cancelled nor exchanged.

4. Installation & Freight charges Rs 250.00 per unit (subject to  minimum of Rs 500/-).

5. Local Freight and Packaging will be charged extra (When Delivery Only).

6.   50% advance to be paid along with order.

7.   Calculation of Area of all products will be in SLAB of 6 " for both Width & Height.

8    Warranty of 60 months (5 Year) from date of delivery.

9     All disputes subject to Delhi & NCR Jurisdiction.
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ROYAL MESH
THANK YOU

➢ CONTACT NO. :-8860100400, 8285840984

➢ WEBSITE       :-ROYALMESH.IN

➢ GMAIL ID. :- ROYALMESH01@GMAIL.COM

➢ OFFICE ADD   :- SHOP NO. 2 KH. NO 346/58 SAIDULAJAB, IGNU ROAD NEW          

DELHI 110030
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